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1. INTRODUCTION 
The object of this note is twofold. In the first place we correct a mistake 
in [4], where it was erroneously asserted (Lemma 4.1) that the free product of 
semifirs R, over a semifir K (under certain conditions) is again a semifir. 
In fact the conditions were not enough to ensure this. However, the result 
holds when K is a (skew) field, and this is all that was needed in the applica- 
tions made in [4]. In Section 3 below we prove a quite general result (Theo- 
ren 3.1) on dependence in a free product of integral domains over a field, 
from which a correct version of Lemma 4.1 of [4] follows without difficulty. 
At the same time some generalizations to n-firs are obtained. 
A second object is to improve the results obtained in [2] on zero-divisors 
in free products of integral domains. It turns out that the results of 
Section 2 of [2] can be stated more generally (and more simply) under 
rather weaker hypotheses (Section 2 below). In the language of [Z] the results 
on integral domains obtained here refer to l-firs, and it may be that they 
will be of use in looking for a correct generalization of Theorem 3.1 to the 
case where the base ring is a semifir. 
2. ZERO-DIVISORS IN FREE PRODUCTS 
Throughout, all rings are associative, with 1, all modules are unital and all 
homomorphisms preserve 1. 
In order to study zero-divisors in free products we introduced in [2] 
a certain condition (a). As we shall see, a weaker condition will serve the 
same purpose. For any ring R, we denote by U(R) the group of units and 
make the following: 
DEFINITION. Let K be an integral domain and R any ring with K as 
subring. Then R is said to be an inert extension of K if for any non-zero 
a, b E R, whenever ab E K, there exists u E U(R) such that au, u-lb E K. 
We note in particular that any inert extension is again an integral domain. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1. Let K be an integral domain and R any inert K-ring 
such that R/K is torsion-free as left K-module. Then given a, b, ,..., b, E R 
(a # 0 and the bi not all 0) such that abi E K (i = l,..., n), there exists u E U(R) 
such that au, u-lbi E K (i = l,..., n). 
Proof. By omitting some of the b’s if necessary we may suppose that all 
are non-zero. For n = 1 the result follows by inertia, so assume n > 1 
and use induction on n. Suppose then that a, b, # 0 and ab, E K (i = l,..., n). 
By induction there exist u, v E U(R) such that au, av, u-lb, , v-lbi E K 
(i > 1). Write au = h, av = p, then p = av = au * u-lv = Au-%. Since 
R/K is left torsion-free and h f 0, it follows that u-b E K, say v = u~l. 
Hence v-lb, = ar-k-lbI E K and the result follows. 
Let K be an integral domain and (R,) a family of K-rings which are faith- 
fully flat (i.e. K is embedded as subring in R, such that R,/K is flat as right 
and as left K-module). Then their free product P over K exists (cf. [2]). 
We recall that P is filtered by the powers (P), where H = ZR, , and for 
any a E P, the height h(a) is a non-negative integer or - co, defined by 
h(a) = min {n 1 a E IF}. 
Moreover, for any a, b E P, 
(1) 
44 < h(a) + h(b), (2) 
with equality unless the terms of maxima1 height in a all have their right-hand 
factor in the same ring R, (i.e. a is right-pure, of type (. , X)) and the terms of 
maximal height in b all have their left-hand factor in R, (i.e. b is left-pure, 
of type (X, ,)). This was proved in [2], Theorem 2.1, for the case of two factors; 
the general case is proved in exactly the same way. As in [3], the set of ele- 
ments of height n and right-pure of type (. , X) together with the elements of 
height less than n is denoted by El,,* and JP is defined correspondingly in 
terms of type (X, .). 
In [2] a further analysis was made of the height of a product in the case 
where the last inequality is strict, but both the hypothesis and the conclusion 
were somewhat complicated (Theorem 2.3). It turns out that a stronger result 
can be obtained merely by adding the assumption that the factor rings are 
inert extensions of the base ring. We recall that a monomial unit in P is a unit 
which can be expressed as a product of units in the factor rings R,, . An ele- 
ment a E P is said to be right-reducible if it is right-associated, by a monomial 
unit, to an element of lower height; in the contrary case a is right-irreducible. 
Left-irreducible elements are defined correspondingly. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let K be an integral domain and (R,) a family of faithfully 
jlat inert extensions of K. Let P be the free product of the R, over K. If a, b are 
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any elements of P such that either a is right-irreducible or b is left-irreducible, 
then 
I 
h(a) + h(b) - 1 ;f a is right-pure of type (. , A) and b is left-pure 
h(ab) = of 99 (A, .I, (3) 
44 + h(b) otherwise. 
Proof. By (1.8) of [2], Hn/Hn-l is right K-flat and hence torsion-free 
(n = 0, l,... ), so if h(a) = r > 0, h(b) = 0, then h(ab) = r. Similarly, if 
h(a) = 0 and for a = 0 or b = 0, (3) clearly holds if we interpret h(0) as 
- co. Thus we may assume a, b to have positive heights I, s say. By Theorem 
2.1 .of [2], h(ab) < r + s, with equality unless a is right-pure of type (. , A) 
and b is left-pure of type (A, .). So we may take a E H,f, b E rH8 and 
h(ab)<r+s-1, (4) 
and we must show that equality holds in (4). Assume the contrary; by 
hypothesis a may be written 
a = .ZaTxi (a; E H”-‘, xi E R,), 
where a; is right pure of type # (. , A). S ince the inequality (4) is assumed to be 
strict, we have 
ab I .Zazxib z 0 (mod H’+‘“). (5) 
Now Hr/Hr-l is right K-flat, hence there exist (yhi E K and elements ah E P 
of height r - 1 such that 
a; s Zah,ru,i (mod HPQ2), (6) 
L&x;b ES 0 (mod HS-l), for all h. 
The congruences (6) may be written as equations thus: 
(7) 
a; = .?LYa*(y,, + a: (ai* E H’-‘). 
Writing x, = .Ghix~ , we have x, E RA and not all x, vanish, say x, # 0. 
Further, 
a = Ca;xX: = ZZjpfiiX~ + .Zai*xl , i.e. 
a=.Eahxh+a* (u* E HI-‘), (8) 
and (7) for h = 1, reads x16 = 0. 
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By symmetry, b may be expressed as 
b = Zyxb, + b* (b* E AH8-1, yk E R,, , b, E H8-l), 
and moreover, 
xlyk = 0 (mod Ho) for all K. 
(9) 
(10) 
Clearly we may assume that no ylc is zero. Since R, is inert over K, by 
Prop. 2.1 there exists u E U(R,) such that ~-4~ E K for all k, say 
Yk = u,?k hk E 9 (11) 
Inserting from (11) into (8), we find that b = .&Qbk + b*, from which 
u-lb = &,b, + u-lb* E Ha-l. Thus b is left-reducible. By symmetry a 
is right-reducible and the proof is complete. 
COROLLARY. Under the given hypotheses P is an inert extension of K and all 
units of P are monomial units. 
This follows immediately by applying the theorem to the equation 
ab = A (h E K), or ab = 1 respectively. 
3. DEPENDENCE IN FREE PRODUCTS 
We shall now prove a result from which Lemma 4.1 of [4] will follow in 
the case where the base ring is a field (possibly skew). The precise result 
(Theorem 3.1) will be more general in that it describes dependence in the 
free product of any integral domains over a field. We observe that any integral 
domain containing a field K is an inert extension of K. 
As in [4], different latin suffixes will indicate unrelated ranges which are 
usually only stated on their first appearance; the summations are over all 
repeated suffices, unless otherwise stated. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let K be a (skew) Jield and (R,) a family of integral 
domains containing K. Denote the free prodtlct of the R, over K by P, with the 
filtration (H”) described in Section 2. Let ak , bk (k = I,..., r) be any elements of 
P such that each ak is right-irreducible, h(a,b,) = n and 
Zukbk z 0 (mod H+l). (12) 
Assume that the ak are ordered by decreasing height, say 
h(q) = m, (i = l,..., s); h(aj) < m (1 = s + l,..., Y). (13) 
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Then for each i = l,..., S, there exists Zji E P sltch that 
a, = Cajzji j- a,, h(aj+) < m, (14) 
and either for some i, h(aibi) < h(a<) and bd is a unit, or for some A, the elements 
* among a, ,..., a$, which belong to HA”, are right linearly dependent over 
R, (mod H”-I). 
Proof. We begin by noting that 
h&J ,< n. (1% 
If b, E K, this is clear; otherwise h(b,) > 1 and (13) follows from Theorem 2.2 
since a, was right-irreducible. Thus n >, m and for some t, 0 < t < I, we 
have 
h(ai) = n (i < t), h(q) < n (j < t). (16) 
(From now on, i and j will have the range indicated in (16) and not that of 
(13).) For any i < t, n = h(ai) = h(aibi), hence either bi E K or !I~ is pure 
of height 1, say b, E R, (where A may depend on i), and then ai is right-pure 
of type (. , A). Let sji E P be such that 
h(aa) < n and if ai E HA”, then ajzji E HAn. (17) 
Then a? = ai - ,Zajz,i E Hn; applying Lemma 6.2 of [3] for I = n - 1 
to these elements a:, we have 
where a! E HnS1, xBVi E Ru and the upc E HE-’ are right K-independent 
(mod Hi-e). Such an expression (18) exists for any choice of zfi subject to 
(17). We now choose the xii such that the number of uPfi occurring with a 
non-zero coefficient xPPi in (18) is as small as possible. Next we apply the left- 
hand analogue of Lemma 6.2 of [j] for T = 1 to the elements br = bj + Z#‘Z,~~~: 
b: = b, + z’zi,b, = Ll& yjvavpp + & (i > th (19) 
where /Ij E K, the vaP E R, are left K-independent (mod Ho) and yiyII is right- 
pure of type (. , V) and height less than h(bT). 
Now (12) may be rewritten in the form 
.Z’a,*b, + Zajbj* ES 0 (mod Hn-I). 
Substituting from (18) and (19) we obtain 
Zu9fixmibi + L’ajy+av, z 0 (mod H”-l). 
(20) 
(21) 
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Suppose first that t = 0. Then the first sum in (21) is absent, and by the 
independence of the v~,, we find 
Zajyjw = 0 (mod H”-2). (22) 
Now aiyj, E Hn-l, so if we retain only terms of height n - I in (22), we 
can use induction on n to reach the conclusion, unless for some j, say j = 1, 
none of the congruences (22) contains a term a,y,, of height n - 1. But 
this would mean that a,y,, E Hnm2 for all v and q and hence by (19) (remem- 
bering that there are now no b;), 
a& = zhlyl,v,, E 0 (mod H”-l), 
which contradicts the fact that h(a,b,) = n. 
For the rest of the proof we may assume that t > 0; this means in effect 
that now m = n and s = t. We complete the vQp to a pure left K-basis of 
H1 (mod Ho) and write 
Zx,,bi se .&;;vaA (mod HO). (23) 
Now each bi is pure, so we may, in (23), equate terms in a given factor R, 
and obtain 
CxDAib, E .Z&V~~ (mod Ho), (24) 
where the bi occurring lie in R, and the right-hand side is summed over q 
but not A. Inserting these values in (21) and equating coefficients of vqA we 
find 
JkQP”,, + .2%jyjw E 0 (mod H”-‘). (25) 
If the & do not all vanish, we can solve for one of the ue,, , say for uW , 
urn = -hh.db + -%gDCL (mod Hn-2), 
where the prime indicates that the term in uaa is omitted. Inserting this in (18) 
we have 
at - J&(zjt + ~Y~,Y,+QJ G ~u,~(x,.~ + &,,,x~w) (mod H’+l). (26) 
Let us fix j (in the range t + l,..., r). If h(aj) + h(Z$) < n, then (by (19) and 
the conditions following it) 
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Moreover, if ai E HA” then xDVi = 0 for v # h and hence ajyjvPydOAi E HA”. 
The alternative is that h(ai) + h(bg) = n + 1; then ai is right-pure of type 
(. , p) say and ljj* is left-pure of type (EL, .). But in that case yiyQ is also left- 
pure of type (p, .) and so 
Again, if ai E H,“, then aiyj,,ay,+,,ri E HA”. Thus in (26) we have a representa- 
tion of the form (18) with fewer up,, occurring, which is a contradiction. This 
shows that all the C& in (24) vanish and we have the relations 
ZxDYibi = 0 (mod HO). (27) 
Here not all the xgvi vanish; otherwise the sum on the right of (18) would be 
empty and a? E Hn-l for all i < t. Further we know that each bi lies in some 
R, (where h may depend on z). Let us fix h and in (27) sum over those terms 
that lie in R, , then we obtain the equation 
ZxP,,ibi = 0~~ (28) 
in R, , where IY~ E K. If o/~ = 0, then (28) is a left R,-dependence between 
the b’s and hence 
Ztr,,xPAibi = 0 (mod P--l), 
i.e. 
L’a,*b, = 0 (mod Hn-‘), 
where the sum is taken over those bi that lie in R, . But this means that the 
corresponding a$ are right R,-dependent (mod H+l), as asserted. Now let 
LYE f 0; if the left-hand side of (28) contains more than one term, say xgli # 0 
for i = I and for some i # 1, then 
AYbga,‘x,,,bi - 61 = 0 
is a dependence relation between the bi in R, and the conclusion follows as 
before. There remains the case where in each relation (28) the left-hand side 
has just one non-zero term, say xpAlb, = 01~ . Then b, is a unit and we again 
reach the asserted conclusion. This completes the proof. 
Theorem 3.1 has a number of corollaries. In the first place we recall (from 
[I]) that an n-fir is a ring in which every left or right ideal on at most n 
generators is free of unique rank. In particular a semifir may be described 
as an n-fir for all n. 
THEOREM 3.2. The free product of a family of n-firs over a skauJieM is an 
?l-ji?. 
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Proof. Let P be the free product of the family (R,) of n-firs over K, and 
consider a relation 
&:,‘a,b, = 0, (2% 
where r < n. We have to find an invertible r x Y matrix U such that 
(a, ,..., a,.) U has a zero coordinate (cf. [I]), and to do so we may clearly 
assume that each ak is right-irreducible. Let max {h(a,b,)} = h; keeping 
only terms of height h in (29), we may rewrite this as 
.Za,b, = 0 (mod P-l). (30) 
We use induction on Zh(a,). Since the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 are 
satisfied, we can apply the conclusion there and find that after the elementary 
transformation (14) we obtain elements a: such that either Zh(ag) < Zh(ak) 
or the a2 E H,,* are right R,,-dependent (mod Hm-l). Since HAm/H+l is free 
as right R,-module and R, is an e-fir, it follows that we can reduce Zh(az) 
and the result follows. 
The following corollary was already noted in [4]. 
COROLLARY. The free product of a family of semijirs over a skew field is a 
St??lij%. 
A special case of n-firs is obtained if for every relation ZITakbl, = 0 (r < n 
and b’s not all zero) there exists an r x r matrix U, product of elementary 
matrices, such that (al ,..., a,.) U has a’zero coordinate. Such a ring is called 
a strong GE,,-ring, and in case the condition holds for all n, a strong GE-ring 
(cf. [I]). In a similar way to Theorem 3.2 one then obtains: 
THEOREM 3.3. The free product qf a family of strong GE,,-rings is a strong 
GE,-ring; in particular the free product of strong GE-rings is a strong GE-ring. 
In fact, if we denote by GE,(R) the subgroup of GL,,(R) generated by the 
elementary (and diagonal) matrices, then Theorem 3.1 can be used to show 
that for the free product P of a family (R,) of n-firs, GL,(P) is generated by 
GL,(R,J and GEJP). The details will be left to the reader. 
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